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Spawning Biotech Success

Looking to gear their economies toward future expansion, a number of metros across

the country have succeeded in making biotech an engine for growth.

TODAY'S AMERICAN biotech industry is more mature, yet still optimistic, as it

continues to prove its worth with scientific breakthroughs and valuable technologies.

However, established and upstart biotech companies face many new challenges.

According to Ernst & Young's 2003 biotech report, these include battles with "a global

economic slump, uncertainties associated with the war on terrorism, limited access to

financing, and aggressive goveminent efforts to curb spending on medicines."

But good news abounds too. "The best days of the industry are ahead, not behind,"

predicts Donn Szaro, Ernst & Young's global health sciences director. Among the

positive developments: the biotech pipeline is bulging with products, product sales are

growing annually, pro-industry regulatory policies are being adopted, and exciting

partnerships are being forged within and outside the sector.

Numerous U.S. regions are renowned centers for biotechnology R&D, while countless

others are making great strides in building clusters of prominence. What follows are

snapshot views of a few of biotech's "hot spots" destined to continue to advance the

industry for years to come.

Boston/Cambridge, Massachusetts

In Massachusetts, new technologies are supported by a significant number of world-

renowned academic institutions, teaching hospitals, and research laboratories, as well

as by an educated work force (state universities grant about 350 life-sciences Ph.D.s

annually) and significant venture capital.

MassBiotech 2010, published by the Massachusetts Biotechnology Council (MBC),
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reports that the state's biotech industry seeks to achieve three major goals by 2010:

100,000 new jobs, $1.3 billion in new state income tax revenues, and greater

community collaboration. It's well on its way to reaching them. Already, biotech

firms in the state produce 8 percent of the world's biopharmaceutical pipeline.

Specifically, the Boston/Cambridge area boasts the largest concentration of biotech

companies in the world, and has attracted the second-largest amount of

biopharmaceutical venture capital funding in the nation, according to the Brookings

Institution.

The MBC reports that 125 of its 280 biotech company members are located here. Key

players include Biogen (the world's oldest independent biotech firm and a leader in

biologics R&D), Genzyme, Vertex, and Millennium Pharmaceuticals. Harvard

University, MIT, and Tufts Medical School are among the area's numerous

universities and colleges. And buzz abounds about the Whitehead Institute, an

international leader in the Human Genome Project and an MIT R&D offshoot.

San Francisco

Recognized as the birthplace of the first biotech firms as well as genetic engineering,

this dynamic region is home to more than 820 life-sciences companies (600 are

bioscience firms), nine major research universities, four renowned national

laboratories, and 12 independent research centers.

According to the Bay Area Bioscience Center (Bay Bio), more than 85,000 people

work directly and almost 165,000 indirectly for Northern California bioscience firms.

Direct wages and salaries in this sector totaled $5.8 billion in 2001.

"The U.S. biotech market cap [the value of biotech firms] is $200"billion," says

Caitlyn Waller, Bay Bio's acting president. California holds 68 percent of the total -

with Northern California owning 24 percent of that number - and the Bay Area

ranks second in number of patents granted worldwide, she says.

Large bioscience companies (comprising 5 percent of the regional total) operating in

the Bay Area include Genentech, Gilead Sciences, Chiron Corp., Bayer Biosciences,

Tularik, and Berlex Biosciences. Mid-sized firms make up 33 percent of total players,

while startups account for 62 percent.

Key academic research institutions are Stanford University, the University of

California (UC) at Berkeley, UC at Davis, UC at Santa Cruz, and UC at San

Francisco. Four renowned federal research labs advancing commercialization of

discoveries are the Sandia National Laboratories, the Lawrence Berkeley National



Laboratory, NASA's Ames Research Center, and the Lawrence Livermore National

Lab.

Many funded projects are in biopharmaceutical therapeutics, Waller says. "Some are

for breast cancer, cardiovascular, diabetes" - any disease impacting a wide number of

people is under biotech's microscope now. Future convergence of the area's hightech

and biotech fields is expected to keep San Francisco a leader in the biotech industry

for years to come.

San Diego

San Diego's biotech industry is the third-largest center in the United States, and

rapidly becoming known as the most concentrated area of life-sciences research in

the world.

The heart and genesis of San Diego's life-sciences community are the world-class

research institutions built up around the University of California at San Diego. "The

academic system works hand-in-hand with industry here to push products to market,

and to keep them in San Diego," says Joe Panetta, president and CEO of Biocom, San

Diego's trade association for the life-sciences industry. "Many of our firms are located

next to the institutions that spawned their technology and talent."

There are more than 400 biotech and medical-technology firms in San Diego County,

led by success stories like Biogen Idee, Gen-Probe, and Invitrogen. While the area is

known for its strong defense roots and the growth of the wireless industry, biotech is

actually the largest tech sector in San Diego, employing more than 36,000. Not

surprisingly, San Diego's role as a successful biotech cluster has been studied by the

Brookings Institution and profiled in The Economist, Nature, and Forbes.

Publicly traded life-sciences companies registered $3.51 billion in revenues in 2002,

while pharma giants such as Pfizer and Eli Lilly have set up research facilities to tap

local talent. Startup money comes from top-tier local VCs, while deep-pocketed

Silicon Valley investors are only an hour away by air.

Seattle

Washington's homegrown technology resources support one of the fastestgrowing

research clusters in the world.

Outstanding federally funded research is conducted at the University of Washington

(including strong ultrasound research), Washington State University, the

Battelle/Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, the Pacific Northwest Research



Institute, and the Virginia Mason Research Center. Of particular importance is the

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center, a nonprofit that employs 2,800 and is

dedicated to eradicating all types of cancer.

According to the 2002 Washington Biotechnology & Medical Technology Annual

Report, almost half of the more than 190 biotech/medical-device firms here were

founded on technologies developed at these institutions. Since 1980, Washington's

research institutions have attracted $19.3 billion into the state; $1.5 billion in 2001

alone.

By the end of 2001, more than 18,500 people worked in the biotech and medical

technology industries here. Of those workers, more than 10,800 were employed solely

in the biotech sector.

"Our [Seattle] biotechs are all young, innovative, and new," says Pam Love, director

of marketing/member services for the Washington Biotechnology and Biomedical

Association. In total, nearly 130 biotechs are in the metro area alongside another 65

or so medical-device firms.

The largest biotech company in the Pacific Northwest, Amgen (formerly Immunex),

is located in Seattle. It shares the area with many other wellknown firms, including

Phillips Ultrasound, a world leader in diagnostic medical ultrasound systems; ICOS

Corp.; ZymoGenetics; Rosetta Inpharmatics; and Cell Therapeutics.

New York City/Long Island

The New York City region has an impressive concentration of worldclass research

institutions. Columbia University, Rockefeller University, NYU, and Cornell

University are just some of the numerous exemplary educational facilities which

support the area's biotechnology endeavors.

Karin Duncker, executive director of the New York Biotech Association, says about 75

percent of the state's biotechs reside within a 150-mile radius around Manhattan.

Why there? "Besides the academic excellence, we have the center of the media world,

Wall Street, and Big Pharma in nearby New Jersey," she explains.

Major industry players include OSI Pharmaceuticals on Long Island and Imclone in

New York City. A bit north are companies such as Regeneron Pharmaceuticals,

Acorda Therapeutics, Progenies Pharmaceuticals, and Emisphere Technologies.

A June 2002 Brookings Institution biotechnology report provides interesting industry

information on New York City's cluster. Between 1990 and 1999, area firms were



awarded almost 7,000 biotech-related patents, the highest number of any U.S.

biotech cluster. In 2000, the region received the secondhighest amount of NIH

research grant funding in the country. Moreover, at that time New York boasted at

least 35 established biotech firms with 100-plns employees each.

Denver

More than 200 Colorado bioscience groups employed about 17,681 people in 2002,

and attracted more than $300 million in life-sciences venture capital to the state in

2001 and 2002. (Most biotechs are small to medium homegrown entities.) The

healthy medicaldevices industry alone, with more than 100 firms, represents 68

percent of total bioscience employment.

The three predominant research institutions are Colorado State University, the

University of Colorado, and the University of Denver. Denise Brown, executive

director of the Colorado BioScience Association, explains that the majority of biotech

activity "spreads about 100 miles up and down the Front Range of the Rockies, with

Denver being the geographic heart of that." In fact, Greater Denver employs 80

percent of the sector's work force and represents 73 percent of its companies. Strong

sector growth is seen in products addressing cancer, cardiovascular, biotech

veterinary, and immunological health problems.

A Denver institution of note is the National Jewish Medical and Research Center.

Ranked the number-one respiratory hospital in the country for six consecutive years,

it boasts a highly successful biomedical-technology commercialization program.

Baltimore

Since the sector's emergence, Maryland has been a national leader in promoting

biotechnology industries. Its University of Maryland Biotechnology Institute (UMBI)

leads the state's biotech charge with five major research and education centers: the

Center for Advanced Research in Biotechnology (CARB) in Rockville; the Center for

Biosystems Research in College Park; and in Baltimore, the Center of Marine

Biotechnology, the Medical Biotechnology Center, and the Institute of Human

Virology. Last fall, ground was broken for GARB II, a 140,000-square-foot

lab/training building designed to ease critical work-force needs for the state's biotech

industry.

According to the UMBI, Maryland has $1.17 billion in investments in 290 bioscience

companies (which ranks it third in the nation for quantity of biotechs). The sector

employs 42,000 workers.



Greater Baltimore has evolved into a national center for biotechnology and life-

sciences research. The Baltimore Development Corporation (BDC) notes that the

metro area includes more than 200 private labs, plus numerous governmental and

nonprofit research centers.

In particular, collaborations with Johns Hopkins University (the largest federally

supported research university in the country) and the University of Maryland-

Baltimore campus (one of the nation's fastest-growing life-sciences research centers)

have boosted the sector's prominence. Two Greater Baltimore research parks now

under development will soon join existing facilities for firms that have outgrown

incubators.

Princeton, New Jersey

New Jersey, long a stronghold of the pharmaceutical industry, is often called the

"medicine chest" of America. Not surprisingly, it has the highest per capita rate of

scientists, engineers, and technicians in the nation. Most pharmaceutical companies

have a presence in this state. A 2002 Ernst Sz Young report found that New Jersey

has 120 biotech companies, and of those 23 are public organizations employing more

than 4,800 workers.

Princeton, always a dominant biotech hub in the state, "has started to take major

steps towards increasing its role in the biotech world," according to Kenneth Mocli,

president and CEO of Alteon and vice chairman of the Biotechnology Council of New

Jersey. He estimates that as many as 30 biotechs operate in the metro area, focusing

in such areas as cancer, cardiovascular, and genomics. Moreover, its location near

New York City and large amounts of venture capital are highly advantageous for the

industry.

Princeton University is certainly an intellectual and research draw for the region and

the state. In addition to an active technology-transfer program now working with a

few local biotech companies, last year the school opened the Lewis-Sigler Institute for

Integrative Genomics. This facility is a new initiative in life sciences with a mandate

to develop novel approaches to the study of integrative biology in a "post-genomic

era."

Philadelphia

Over the past few years, Pennsylvania has grabbed top-10 positions in various

national rankings for its healthcare and drug-industry employment, pharmaceutical

and medicine production, and VC investment in the biotech industry.



Of Pennsylvania's 92,000 life-sciences-related workers, more than 33,000 work

directly for biopharmaceutical organizations. In the biotech intensive Philadelphia

region, major pharmaceutical companies such as GlaxoSmithKline, Wyeth, Merck,

Johnson & Johnson, AstraZeneca, and Pfizer work next to mature biotech firms like

Cephalon, Centocor, and Adolor, as well as a whole host of emerging biotech

companies.

So far, Pennsylvania has invested about $2 billion of tobacco settlement monies into

its life sciences. In 2002 alone, its colleges and universities attracted $1.24 billion in

federal research funding from the National Institutes of Health.

Raleigh, Durham, Gary, & Chapel Hill, North Carolina (Research Triangle)

North Carolina is home to the South's largest, most dynamic life-sciences industry.

The state's 150-some biotechs generate about $3 billion in annual revenues, employ

about 18,500 North Carolinians, and represent an annual payroll of more than $925

million, according to the North Carolina Biotechnology Center (NCBC). And the

sector is growing by at least K) percent each year.

North Carolina's universities, federal labs, and nonprofit institutes conduct more than

$1.5 billion of sponsored research in the life sciences annually. Five of its major

universities - Duke, East Carolina, North Carolina, North Carolina State, and Wake

Forest - together are investing more than $800 million in new genomics and

bioinformatics research programs.

The 7,000-acre Research Triangle Park is a major reason why North Carolina ranks

among the top-five biotech states in the nation. About KK) tenants housing

approximately 45,000 workers are engaged in research work here. Specifically, just

fewer than two dozen biotech/biopharma firms in the park employ just more than

3,100 people, and are represented by organizations like Bayer Corp., BASS, Biogen,

Diosynth Biotechnology, Eli Lilly, Synecor, and Schwar/ Biosciences.

The North Carolina Biotechnology Center, a state-financed initiative giving grants

and creative services to biotech companies, is in the park, too. So is MCNC, a state-

created nonprofit making available advanced "enterprise grid computing services" to

universities and commercial businesses.

Recently the state's tobacco settlement fund approved $60 million for a fully

integrated biomanufacturing training program. The centerpieces: A $35 million

center at North Carolina State University, a $19 million life-sciences research center

at North Carolina Central University, and an expanded statewide community college

training program.



Los Angeles/Orange County, California

According to a June 2002 Brookings Institution biotechnology report, in 2000 the

Los Angeles biotech cluster came in seventh among major U.S. industry clusters

receiving NIH research grant funding. The area's firms also took seventh place in the

number of patents awarded between 1990 and 1999. Additionally, the report noted

that the Los Angeles metro had nearly 20 established biotech firms with more than

100 employees.

A major boost for the cluster will be the new Pasadena Bioscience Center (PBC), a

nonprofit organization created in 2002 to enhance the growing biotech industry in

the Los Angeles basin and the San Gabriel Valley. Now fundraising to build a

permanent facility, it aims to promote new company formation and support existing

firms via specialized education and training for the biotech work force.

Collaborations are planned with area groups such as the Los Angeles Regional

Technology Alliance, the proposed Los Angeles/USC BioMedical Park; NASA's Far

West Regional Technology Transfer Center, the California Manufacturing

Technology Center, as well as with area universities and institutes.

Atlanta

Georgia currently ranks ninth in the country in the number of biotech companies,

according to Ernst & Young.

The metro area of Atlanta represents more than 75 percent of the state's biosciences

economy. More than 210 life-sciences companies supporting 10,200 jobs operate in a

20county region here. Industry players include major pharmaceutical companies

such as Solvay, UCB, and Merial as well as AtheroGenics, Cell Dynamics, CIBA

Vision, Cryolife, Immucor, Inhibitex, Matria Healthcare, and Novartis Opthalmics.

The region's biotech sector has grown more than 200 percent in the past 11 years.

Since the early 1990s the public/private Georgia Research 'Alliance (GRA) has

invested in excess of $350 million in research at six universities. That investment,

plus the growth of private industry and commercialized university research, was the

spark for growth in Atlanta's biotech industry.

Many of Georgia's 34 public colleges and universities are significantly engaged in

biosciences R&D. Research- facilities at Emory University, Georgia State University,

the Georgia Institute of Technology, the Morehouse School of Medicine, Clark

Atlanta University, Mercer University, and the University of Georgia continue to



grow rapidly.

Another local R&D asset is the presence of the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention, employing 5,600 workers at 12 centers.

Nashville, Tennessee

Widely recognized as the capital of the healthcare-services industry, Nashville is also

famous for nurturing entrepreneurial healthcare companies.

Biotechnology, while still in the toddler development stage, is now emerging as a

growth segment in the Nashville metro area. It receives deep support from academic

and research institutions such as Vanderbilt University (Nashville), St. Jude

Children's Research Hospital (Memphis), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (East

Tennessee), and universities throughout the state.

For example, in 2000, Cumberland Pharmaceuticals Inc., Vanderbilt University, and

the Tennessee Technology Development Corporation formed Cumberland Emerging

Technologies (GET). This joint initiative was created to bring to the marketplace

biomedical technologies and products conceived at Vanderbilt and other regional labs.

A new venture under development neatNashville is the Cool Springs Life Sciences

Center, a 10-acre campus supporting biomedical research.

St. Louis, Missouri

Greater St. Louis is marketed as the "Biobelt," America's center for plant and life

sciences, due to its world-class R&D in this sector. According to the Battelle Memorial

Institute, 390 plant and life-sciences enterprises based in the region employ 22,000

and have a $10.5 billion direct/indirect annual economic impact.

Monsanto, Mallinckrodt, Ralston Purina, and Sigma-Aldrich Corp. are big players

here. They join other agribusiness companies and groups such as the American

Soybean Association, the National Com Growers Association, and the Biobased

Manufacturers Association.

One facility of note is the Nidus Center for Scientific Enterprise, a 40,000-square-foot

incubator for plant and life-sciences companies that gives growing companies access

to top research facilities throughout the region and the Midwest.

Another prominent center of R&D is the Donald Danforth Plant Science Center,

which promotes research of basic plant biology benefiting human nutrition.

Washington University and St. Louis University, as well as the Missouri Botanical



Garden and the St. Louis Zoological Society, also contribute to R&D success here.

Kansas City, Kansas & Missouri

Greater Kansas City's dream of building itself into one of America's top-10 areas for

life-sciences R&D may soon become reality thanks to the efforts of the Kansas City

Area Life Sciences Institute (KCALSI). This umbrella organization leads the

collaborative work of eight organizations that are uniting to share resources,

research, and vision in the pursuit of biotechnology success.

As evidenced by the recent growth of life-sciences research in the metro area, their

work is paying off. In fact, last fall KCALSI's President Bill Duncan announced that

life-sciences-related expenditures in Kansas City had nearly doubled to $201 million

in the past three years. Additionally, public/private investment for approved and

under-construction research facilities relating to life sciences represented a $1.5 billion

commitment to the region.

Houston

Texas leads the country in biomedical research discoveries but trails other states in

biotech commercialization. However, Houston - already a national leader in

biomedical research - could help change that situation with a new facility dedicated

to growing the state's life sciences and biosciences industries.

When fully developed, the University of Texas Research Park will contain more than

1.2 million square feet of research, lab, office, and support space for private

companies and nonprofit research institutions. One of the more high-profile projects,

the $125 million Proton Therapy Center, will bring the world's most advanced

radiation technology to the park when it is completed in 2006.

The park is a partnership between the University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer

Center and the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. Located on a

100-acre site adjacent to the prestigious Texas Medical Center, it offers easy access to

other outstanding institutions, including Baylor College of Medicine, Rice University,

the University of Houston, the Texas Heart Institute, and numerous hospitals.

[Sidebar]

Good news abounds. The pipeline is bulging with products, sales are growing, and

exciting partnerships are being forged.

[Sidebar]



Top Biotech MSAs

Boston-Worcester-Lawrence

San Franciseo-Oakland-San Jose

San Diego

Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill

Seattle-Tacoma-Bremerton

New York-Northern New Jersey-Long Island

Philadelphia-Wilinington-Atlantic City

Los Angeles-Rivendde-Orange County

Washington, D.C.-Baltimore

Source: Brookings Institution, June 2002
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